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Interview with Janice DeMonsi

Scholarships, and end of semester celebrations.

Student staff

Campus Recreation.

them for their continued support of UA successful.

Making our events memorable and

Sponsor Spotlight

I want Alumni to see because it showcases a community that here at the University of Arizona.

What did you enjoy most about your project?

I think this project is important for Alumni to see that even after they leave the University of

Pictures of our Humans of the Rec. The last aspect of this project was posting our

Rec for students to interact with on their own and the other was a board of Polaroid

created two different boards. One was an impact board that I posted inside of Campus

different people about their thoughts on how the Rec has impacted their lives. I also

created inside and outside of Campus Recreation. This gave me the ability to reach out to

different patrons thoughts about how the Rec has impacted them online.

What is the purpose of your project?

I knew the pool was short guards.

Who convinced me to start working at the Rec Center. She was a facility Supervisor and

though I was in graduate school we had a lot in common. My friend Chandelle is the one

Education and defend it but due to work, I stopped after a year and 1/2 pursuing that.

I left in May 2000 - at the end of the spring semester - when I got a full-time facilities

summer of 1999 due to the pool breaking and the Aquatics Director on vacation.

What year did you graduate?

I graduated undergrad in 1996, and then I began graduate school in Fall 1997 - I did not

What is your most memorable moment while working at Campus Rec?

23 years

What are your favorite things to do at Campus Rec?

"I very much enjoy seeing our students and users enjoy themselves within the Rec

"I probably enjoy that aspect of my job the most!"
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